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A W Abdus Salam
The plaintiff appellant in this appeal seeks to set aside the order of
the learned district judge dated 10 July 1996. The impugned order
clearly shows the extent to which she has not been able to give
effect to the right course of Justice.
Turning to the historical aspect of the case, the plaintiff filed action
against the defendant on 1 October 1974 for a declaration of title
to a paddy field, ejectment of the defendant and damages. The
defendant eventually filed his amended answer on 23 September
1992. However, much prior to the amended answer of the
defendant being filed, viz on 9 January 1986 parties had agreed to
abide by any decision to be made by court on the disputed
question after inspection of the subject matter. For purpose of
convenience and ready reference the terms of compromise entered
into between the parties is reproduced below.
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In order to give effect to the compromise entered into between the
parties the defendant had obtained several dates for commission to
ascertain the allotment of land in dispute after superimposition.
Thereafter the case had been called on several dates from 3rd
June 1986 to 19 March 1992 to enable the defendant to take
steps. However as the defendant repeatedly failed in his attempt to
take steps, the matter was fIxed for trial by the learned additional
district judge on 30 July 1992.

Incidentally, on 27 August 1986 when the matter came up for trial
the action of the plaintiffs was dismissed for non-appearance and
later restored to the trial roll upon an application being made by
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the plaintiff to purge his default. Thereafter the report on the
commission was also received and the matter was once again fIxed
for trial. According to proceedings dated 31 March 1986, the
learned additional district judge has specillcally observed that the
dispute needs to be resolved after trial, since he was unable to take
a decision on the matter after inspection. This clearly shows that it
was impracticable for the court to conclude the matter after
inspection though it was originally contemplated on those lines. In
the circumstances, as has been rightly done, the learned district
judge has fIxed the matter for trial and in fact was making a
remarkable progress in the trial, when the defendant objected to
the resumption of the trial and moved that the settlement be acted
upon. Thereafter the learned district judge made order that the
matter had been incorrectly taken up for trial and therefore all trial
proceeding should be struck off and the settlement should be acted
upon.
This order of the learned district judge which has been purportedly
made relying on per incuriam rule, clearly appears to be made
without considering the actual background in which the case had
been fIxed for trial, after every endeavour had been made by the
learned district judge to give effect to the settlement.
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In the circumstances, the learned judge ought to have ruled out

the objection of the defendant and continued with the trial. For
reasons stated above I am of the opinion that the appellant should
succeed in his appeal and the impugned order set aside.
The learned district judge is directed to continue with the trial and
conclude the matter according to law.
The appellant shall be entitled to costs of this appeal.

Judge of the Court of Appeal
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